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Abstract

The circular motion is formed from two halves equal in magnitude, opposite in direction, every thing in our universe being alive or not alive moves according to circular motion, but when our human words are formed as to move the same circular motion with its two equal and opposite halves in original poetry (Eid, 2015), here we are before a very important event.

1. Why It Is an Important Event?

1) Because here, the thought of man moves the same natural circular motion of every thing in the universe. As the blood in our bodies moves its well known circular motion, original poetry helps to make the blood returning to its natural healthy motion when it is happened in some cases to be interrupted with what takes place in life among people. In addition to that wisdom and high sensation usually accompany this high and natural system of arranging human words at least because this arrangement of human words is in harmony with the basic motion of the whole universe.

2) Along the history of civilization we notice that scientific equation and original poetry with the two equal halves in both of them take place in the flourish periods of civilization, both of them are the top of human thought, the equality in number between the two halves in scientific equation and in the line of original poetry, this equality is the most necessity in the two halves in both of them as it proves the circular motion in both of them:

a- In poetry this equality is between the pulses or syllables in one line.

b- In science one half equal numerically the other half, the most simple example is that the circumference of any circle divided by its diameter equals the historical number 3.14, or

\[
\frac{\pi}{2r} = 3.14
\]

another example is that the number of hydrogen atoms forming the Sun multiplying by the two equal and opposite charges on one electron and one proton, this multiplication equals the squared orbital velocity of any solar planet at its distance from the Sun.
The circular motion between the two halves:

In fact, proving in science the unity in what seems different between two things in the universe takes place in the unity between light and electromagnetism in Maxwell’s well known equation, and this unity extended to that electromagnetism, nuclear energy and gravity do not differ in kind but only in degree, all these steps go up from proving the unity in the Universe to the great one who created it or God.

On the other hand moving in original poetry the same circular motion of the universe unified human words with the whole universe, therefore in science and poetry man’s thought takes place on the universal top.

2. Let Us See How the Circular Motion Occurs in Poetry

On his way to the end of the second half in original poetry, the eye of the poet still on the first half, proving that poet -being aware or not aware- moves the same circular motion of the universe. Let us see this fact in Alexander Pop’s two equal halves in the number of ten rhythmic syllables

Nat/ure/and/nat/ure’s/laws/lay/hid/in/night
God/said/let/New/ton/be/and/all/was/light (Mones, p. 96)

It is clear that the eye of the poet was on the first half when he was writing the second one between the light came with Newton and the night of every thing before his coming.

Alexander Pop was naturally aware of the two equal halves of original poetry as he said:

These equal syllables alone require
Though of the ear the open vowels tire (Mones, p. 65)

Another circular motion between the two equal halves with their ten syllables

Ho/nour/and/shame/from/no/con/di/tion/rise
Act/well/your/part/there/all/the/ho/nour/lies (Mones, p. 65)

Here the circular motion took place around the word honour

Let us see another example in Egyptian poetry, where the circular motion takes place around one word

From Ahmed Shawky translated as following

The good man invited me to accompany him to the holly places
My reply was good wishes from the heart to him

The number of pulses in the two halves here is 14 ones.

The eye of the poet was on the first half when he was writing the second half in expressing (good) wishes as a reply to the invitation of the (good) man. In these examples the meaning in the two halves moves the mentioned circular motion of every thing in the universe and for this reason poet has its high rank beside science in the periods of flourishing civilization in the courts of great kings in ancient Egypt to the presidents of the United States up to now in the weekly seminar for poet in the White House.
3. Revolution against Circular Motion in Poetry

The call for a poetry outside the two equal and opposite halves, this call did not pay attention to the great fact that human words in original poetry move the same circular motion of the whole universe, this idea is very far from this call, and we need to stress on it to return to the real poetry because human race had a great loss missing original poetry. We need to convince people that original poetry is the human words moving the same circular motion of very thing in the universe and loosing this motion in human words is a great loss to the whole human race.

4. Conclusion

The circular motion in poetry and science with its two equal and opposite halves means that human thought takes place on the universal top in the periods of flourish civilization as both of them are in accordance with the circular motion which is the basic geometry of the whole universe, the scientific equation opened the door for the new areas in human life in space, in atom and in the wireless communications, while original poetry raises man’s thought to the universal top bearing wisdom and high sensation, it also helps the circular motion of the man’s blood to return to its natural healthy state when it is interrupted by what sometimes takes place between people, therefore the call for getting out from the circular motion in poetry with its two equal and opposite halves is again a great loss for human race.
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